We discuss external and internal graphical and linguistic representational systems. We argue that a cognitive theory of peoples' reasoning performance must account for (a) the logical equivalence of inferences expressed in graphical and linguistic form; and (b) the implementational di erences that a ect facility of inference. Our theory proposes that graphical representations limit abstraction and thereby aid processibility. We discuss the ideas of speci city and abstraction, and their cognitive relevance. Empirical support comes from tasks involving (i) the manipulation of external graphics; and (ii) no external graphics. For (i), we take Euler's Circles, provide a novel computational reconstruction, show how it captures abstractions, and contrast it with earlier construals, and with Mental Models' representations. We demonstrate equivalence of the graphical Euler system, and the non-graphical Mental Models system. For (ii), we discuss text comprehension, and the mental performance of syllogisms. An internal system based on Euler covers the Mental Models data, and generates new empirical predictions. Finally, we consider how the architecture of working memory explains why such speci c representations are relatively easy to store.
Introduction
Humans can use a variety of external representational systems to perform the same task. The same reasoning task can be performed with linguistic representations, such as logical formulae, or with graphical representations, such as diagrams. Di erent representational systems can give rise to di erent performance characteristics. Humans also use internal representations which may intuitively be di erentiated as linguistic or imagistic, and which exhibit di erent
The support of the Economic and Social Research Council for the Human Communication Research Centre is gratefully acknowledged. Our initial thinking on the topics discussed here was greatly in uenced by the work of John Etchemendy and Jon Barwise. Our research progressed through helpful discussions with colleagues in the Inference Working Group of the hcrc, and it has bene tted from the suggestions of audiences at meetings in Kinloch Rannoch, Edinburgh, and Stanford, and from the constructive advice of our reviewers. Continuation of the work is now supported by three grants:`signal', Special Project Grant G9018050, from the Joint Councils Initiative in Cognitive Science and hci; Collaborative Research Grant 910954, from nato; and`grace', Basic Research Action P6296, from the cec esprit Programme. processing characteristics. There is a long history of controversy about how these internal representations can be distinguished (Galton 1883 , Pylyshyn 1973 , Kosslyn et al. 1979 , or indeed whether this is possible even in principle (see Anderson 1978) . In this paper, we argue that a cognitive theory of peoples' reasoning performance is required which can account for two things. First, the fundamental equivalence of inferences expressed in graphical and linguistic form; and secondly, the di erences in facility of inference in the two modes and in heterogeneous combinations. We thus contrast the logic of a task with its implementation. 1 This general argument will be advanced with respect to a particular theory of cognitive implementation. The kernel of the theory is that graphical representations such as diagrams limit abstraction and thereby aid processibility. We term this property of graphical systems of representation speci city|the demand by a system of representation that information in some class be speci ed in any interpretable representation. We thus identify speci city as the feature distinguishing graphical and linguistic representations, rather than low level visual properties of graphics. We take speci city to be a general, logically-characterisable property of representational systems, which has direct rami cations for processing e ciency. Our account thus has two advantages. It allows computational speci cation of the processing di erences between di ering systems. But also, by detaching the distinctions from low level di erences to do with media, it reveals features of natural language discourse which resemble graphical limitations on abstraction. These features will play a similarly important part in maintaining the processibility of natural language discourse. The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we sketch the six main points which characterise our working cognitive theory. In Section 3, we explicate in more detail the ideas about speci city and abstraction which underpin our account. In particular, we indicate how they are related to processing considerations by discussing them in the context of Levesque's (1988) vivid systems. The trade-o between expressiveness and e ciency applies to any computational system, human or arti cial. In Section 4, we therefore consider in general the properties which suitable domains for testing the theory should have. Evidence will come from tasks involving the manipulation of external graphics, and from tasks involving no external graphics. We start out from studies of the former, and then consider how external systems may be related to internal computational structures in their users. Thus, in Section 5, we rst position the theory with respect to some existing empirical work on external representations. We then examine in detail a traditional system for externally supported graphical reasoning, Euler's Circles (ecs), and provide a computational reconstruction of how this system is actually applied in logic teaching. We analyse the system in terms of speci city and abstraction, and contrast it with earlier construals. We then compare the new reconstruction with another notation for solving syllogisms, Johnson-Laird's (1983) Mental Models' system (mms), showing that the notations are equivalent at a logical level. We note that ecs originate as rather limited graphical systems, whose lack of expressiveness is intimately tied to their two-dimensional nature; mms, by contrast, are a variety of semantic network, and thus originate as more expressive systems. By applying a set of conventions to mms, we can establish equivalence; thus the only di erence is that ecs have`intrinsic' constraints, whereas mms have`extrinsic' constraints. We urge that the intrinsically constrained system is arguably more plausible. In Section 6, we turn to the relation between external graphical representations, and internal cognitive structures. We review some of the evidence that speci c representations are generally more easily processed by human beings. The evidence comes from two main sources: work on text comprehension, and on the mental performance of syllogism tasks. In the latter case, we indicate how our theory both inherits the t to the data enjoyed by Mental Models theory, and also generates a number of new empirical predictions. Finally, we consider a theory of working memory which can explain why it is easier to hold and manipulate data-structures which are limited in their powers of abstraction.
A general cognitive theory of graphical representations
We can sketch the main points which characterise our working theory in the following way:
1. Graphical representations are one sort of representation which exhibit`speci city'| they compel speci cation of classes of information, in contrast to systems that allow arbitrary abstractions. 2. Actual graphical systems permit the expression of some, but not all, abstractions. 3. Together, this means that such representations are relatively easy to process. 4. This speci city helps explain why graphical techniques, such as Euler's Circles, for teaching abstract reasoning are so widespread, and presumably e ective. 5. The internal working memory representations we use in some reasoning tasks share with graphical representations this property of speci city. 6. Natural language discourse conventions stay closer to graphics in respect of speci city than do fully abstractive logical languages, in order to preserve processibility.
It is worth observing that our theory is intended to avoid emphasis on the particularly visual properties of graphics. We instead emphasise some general logical properties of representations, which have computational rami cations. It is easy to imagine a blind reasoner using embossed Euler's Circles to solve syllogisms. 2 In this paper, we do not discuss point (6), the role of natural language discourse conventions, in any detail; some preliminary remarks are made in Stenning and Oberlander (1991:613{615) . Point (4), which relates to processing with external graphical representations, is dealt with in Section 5, and point (5), which relates to processing with internal graphical representations, is dealt with in Section 6. Section 3 lays out some groundwork, by making more precise the idea of speci city and the related notions which underpin points (1) to (3).
3 Speci city and limited abstraction
The rst part of our working theory raises a number of questions. First: what does speci city in a representational system actually mean? Secondly, what does it mean to be able to express some, but not all, abstractions? Thirdly, how does this limited expressiveness purchase ease of processing? In answering these questions, we attempt to de ne speci city more precisely, and therefore make use of some further new terms. In particular, we introduce three types of representational systems, organised by their increasing expressiveness. These are mimimal abstraction, limited abstraction, and unlimited abstraction representational systems. We illustrate them with two simple cases, and then in Section 3.4 indicate their computational signi cance by comparing them with Levesque's (1988) vivid systems. Such a tripartite hierarchy obviously evokes the Chomsky language hierarchy (cf. Aho and Ullman 1972); we address this parallel, and the cognitive relevance of our proposal, in Section 3.5.
Minimal abstraction representational systems
The simplest characterisation of speci city can be given in semantic terms. Imagine a representing world and a represented world. The former re ects at least some aspects of the latter.
To characterise a representational system, we must state (i) the represented world; (ii) the representing world; (iii) what aspects of (i) are being modelled; (iv) what aspects of (ii) are doing the modelling; and (v) the correspondences between the two worlds (Palmer 1978:262) . Let us require a characterisation ideally to provide an extra component: (vi) a key: that part of the mapping from representation to world which has to be made explicit to users of the representation because they do not carry it as part of their general knowledge. A system will then have a set of possible representations, constructible out of basic elements, each of which represents some world as being some way. Rearranging the elements in a particular representation may cause it to correspond to a di erent possible world. Now, when a system of representation is a language, either natural or logical, it is relatively straightforward to give a model-theoretic semantics for the system, and for its possible representations. An interpretation function will map representational elements into model elements; di ering choices of domain for the model would lead to di ering interpretation functions. For example, we could choose to model temporal expressions in natural language using a timeline with a domain of integers, or reals, or whatever. Now, suppose we x both the domain and the interpretation function; then there is particular question we may ask: how many models correspond to a representation? Under the intended interpretation for the language, how many ways are there of making a sentence true? By contrast, consider a system of representation which is|at least super cially|not like a natural language. Take a graphical system in which a well-formed representation is a xed arrangement of squares containing a set of solid black circles. The intended interpretation for this system tells us three things. The squares denote the set of o ces in my building; the black circles denote researchers; and the relation of spatial containment denotes the relation of working in an o ce. Just as with a language, we can ask: how many models correspond to a particular representation in this system? Under the intended interpretation, how many ways are there of making a graphical representation true? The basic semantic point here is just this: a minimal abstraction representational system (mars) is one in which there is exactly one model for each representation in the system, under the intended interpretation. We can re-express this point in another way by introducing the notion of a relation dimension (cf. Palmer 1978:268) . A dimension is a set of mutually exclusive relations, only one of which holds for each object or set for which the relation is de ned. For example, colour is a unary dimension whose values are properties such as redness; interobject distance is a binary dimension whose values are distances. The current point is thus: take a represented world, choose which relation dimensions the representing world is to capture; a mars is then one which, for every chosen dimension, must have a single value for every object in the domain. This semantic characterisation has a syntactic re ex; a representational system which is minimally abstract will embody certain restrictions on its possible representations, which ensure that each representation corresponds to exactly one intended model. The particular manifestation of this syntactic re ex will depend a good deal on the overall form of the representational system. To illustrate this, consider in turn two trivial marss: a graphical system of two-dimensional tables, and a linguistic system of restricted predicate calculus.
Two dimensional tables. Consider a system of tabular representation. In the represented world W, there are four objects and ve unary property dimensions; each dimension has just two values, which means that an object either has the property, or it doesn't. For the tabular representational system to be minimally abstract, the representing world must always represent each of the objects and dimensions, and must assign each object exactly one value on each dimension. Figure 1 provides a representation which can be interpreted as an element of a minimally abstract tabular system. So: where is the syntactic re ex of the semantic constraint? Our representation contains symbols for objects, properties, 1s and 0s; what is speci c about it? The answer is that a well-formed tabular representation has no cells which are not occupied by a 1 or a 0. There are no empty cells (occupied by Blanks), and there are no crowded cells (occupied by more than one symbol).
Restricted predicate calculus. A related but rather di erent syntactic re ex arises when we consider a predicate calculus representation of the same world W. To represent W, we can stipulate that we have a representational language with the following properties. We take a rst order predicate logic with identity, but without quanti ers and with only negation and conjunction as connectives. We make the unique names assumption, and insist that only one constant denote each element in the domain. We could alternatively impose the condition Pa^:Qa^:Ra^Sa^:Tâ Pb^Qb^:Rb^:Sb^Tb :P c^Qc^Rc^Sc^:Tĉ :P d^:Qd^Rd^:Sd^Td Figure 2 : A comprehensive sentence of L 0 representing world W that for every constant entered into the language, non-identity axioms must be added. This would state whether or not the individual denoted by the new constant is identical with those denoted by each of the existing constants in the language. Call this language L 0 ; here, it contains four constants and ve predicates. We can say that a sentence of L 0 in conjunctive normal form is comprehensive when it contains the minimum number of clauses required to exhaust the combinatorial possibilities of predicate and constant symbols. Each comprehensive sentence has exactly 20 conjuncts, each of which consists of a clause containing a predicate symbol and a constant symbol, with or without a negation symbol. Figure 2 provides a representation which can be interpreted as an element of a minimally abstract linguistic system based on L 0 . In L 0 , every sentence corresponds to a single interpretation of its constants and predicates: one and only one sentence is true in any interpretation|the one corresponding to that interpretation. The system is minimally abstract because each sentence of this language corresponds to exactly one model. The syntactic re ex here is that well-formed representations have to be comprehensive sentences of L 0 . They cannot have more or less than 20 conjuncts, and each combination of predicate and constant symbol must appear once. We can see that the restriction of a system to minimal abstraction is quite a radical one. For the restricted predicate language, we used only a nite vocabulary in xed length sentences; rather conspicuously, we did not use quanti ers and variables, and we did not disjoin comprehensive sentences. Usual logical languages obviously o er these facilities; less obviously, actual uses of tables are rarely as restricted as that exempli ed in Figure 1 . Let us now therefore turn to a less restrictive class of representational systems, which are related to marss.
Limited abstraction representational systems
Each representation in a mars under interpretation could represent only one model, only one way for the world to be. Yet real graphical systems surely do not labour under this constraint. Consider again the o ce-allocation diagram mentioned above. Suppose I wanted to represent the fact that all the o ces have two persons in them, apart from one, which has either two or three persons in it. There are two general strategies for enriching diagrams that could be applied here. 3 First I could create multiple diagrams: that is, I could produce two alternate diagrams representing the alternatives and place them side-by-side in a complex diagram. Notice that each of the representations gives exactly one value for each object (o ce) on the relevant dimension (number of occupants). But a representational system which allows multiple diagrams has enriched its expressive power, albeit in a rather simple way. For now, we would say that the complex diagram actually represents two ways the world could be; the single complex diagram represents two models. We will say that such a system is one type of limited abstraction representational system (lars). This particular type of lars is such that a complex diagram abstracts over several models; the number of its multiple subdiagrams corresponds to the number of models; each subdiagram corresponds to one model. For each type of system, there will be a syntactic re ex for this semantic property. With our tabular system, the re ex will be that we allow juxtaposition of multiple tables, one for each element of the disjunction. With the predicate system, the re ex will be that we allow well-formed formulae to be those which consist of one or more disjuncts, each of which is a comprehensive sentence of the old system. But we need not adopt multiple diagrams to solve the o ce-representation problem. A second strategy would be to augment diagrams with new symbols. We could introduce a new type of white circle into the squares-and-black-circles representation; one which stands for a worker who might or might not be there. With the new symbol, we can collapse the two diagrams of the multiple method into one. This would contain a set of squares, all but one of which contain only two black circles; the nal square containing two black and one white circle. A system which introduces this type of symbol is another type of lars. Here, a single diagram corresponds to multiple models. The number of models these depends on the precise interpretation of each new symbol. In terms of relation dimensions, a lars of either kind is a system which permits some object to take more than one value on some dimension. Following a suggestion of Palmer (1978:269) we can continue to talk of dimensions, is such an object is allowed a probability distribution over the m values in the dimension. The semantic move is, of course, re ected in the syntax of the lars. With our tabular system, consider introducing a new symbol: the Blank, de ned as Either 1 or 0. Now, we can abstract over worlds. Each blank appearing in the diagram multiplies the number of cases by 2. In our predicate system, we can introduce a new symbol 3, so that, for instance 3Pa (Pa _ :P a). 3 permits disjuncts of this form to be conjuncts in the old comprehensive sentences of our system. Equivalently, we could permit`partial' sentences, where such internal disjunctive clauses were simply omitted. Figure 3 indicates what such representations might look like. Symbols like Blank or 3 do not permit the expression of dependencies between values in cells of a table (or polarities of clauses in a sentence). Semantically, we have only permitted abstraction over adjacent models. Two models are adjacent when they di er with regard to one object's value on exactly one relational dimension. So this type of abstraction really is limited, in the sense that little exibility is allowed in picking out regions of the space of possible models. Using a new symbol to capture abstractions, the number of models over which we actually abstract is exponential in the number of occurrences of the symbol. It follows, then, that the semantic power introduced by this type of new symbol falls short of that a orded by genuinely`linguistic' symbols, in the following sense. Only the latter, occurring in a representation, permit the expression of arbitrary dependencies between entities in the represented world. Introducing expressions for arbitrary dependencies corresponds to the third general strategy mentioned in Footnote 3. In the tabular case, for example, we could express the idea that one object's value on a dimension depends on another object's value on another dimension by inserting an equational expression into the appropriate cell of the table. Alternatively, we could place more complex information in the key which is part of the representational system. New symbols of the kind we have discussed would be de ned here, in terms of the dimensional values to which they correspond. And so too could arbitrary dependencies; these would di er from other parts of the key because they would refer to speci c parts of the representation to which they were adjoined. To make this point clear, compare a key entry for a table which stated \Blank anywhere: 1 or 0 in that location" with another entry which said \Blank in column P row b: 1 if Qc = Sd = 0, 0 otherwise".
Let's call statements of the former type key terminology, and of the latter type key assertions, loosely following the distinction introduced between terminological and assertional knowledge (cf. Brachman, Fikes and Levesque 1983, Levesque and Brachman 1985) .
Unlimited abstraction representational systems
Finally, let us say that a system is an unlimited abstraction representational system (uars) if it expresses dependencies either inside a representation, with equations or whatever, or outside the representation, via key assertions. In itself, this choice of terms is purely stipulative; however, as should emerge below, the processing di erences between lars and uars are likely to be accounted for in terms of the expressivness of representation and key combined, rather than in terms of representation alone. Hence we choose to say that a lars is a system which keeps its representations simple, and keeps assertions out of its keys. The kinds of lars that are of interest to us, then, are ones which achieve abstraction by using multiple diagrams and key terminology (new symbols). What is limited about multiple diagrams is that we need n diagrams to represent n models. And what is limited about diagrams with new symbols is that, for m occurrences of new symbol in a single diagram, we cannot help but represent a number of models exponential in m. It is our contention that normal graphical systems can usefully be viewed as types of lars; much of their usefulness, and their limitations, arise from this property.
3.4 The signi cance of LARS: computational e ciency Our working cognitive theory of graphical representations distinguishes marss, larss and uarss on semantic and hence syntactic grounds. But the actual reasons for picking out these classes of representational systems lie in the computational properties which ow from the semantic properties. We would predict that a lars would be more computationally e ective than a uars, and that this e ectiveness would be of use both to human and arti cial information processors. To investigate the validity of such a prediction, consider Levesque's (1986 Levesque's ( , 1988 ndings. Levesque approached the problem of inferential tractability from a rather di erent direction. He argued that well-known metalogical results prevent even rst order predicate logic from providing a computationally tractable reasoning system. In particular, if we suppose that we have a knowledge base that contains logical formulae, it seems reasonable to ask what is logically entailed by that knowledge base. Unfortunately, certain facts stand in the way of mechanising entailment. If we need negation and disjunction in our kb language (Moore 1982) , then calculating entailments is computationally intractable, assuming P 6 = NP (Cook 1971) , and things are worse with quanti ers (Church 1936 Levesque also urges the view that vividness can be increased even without appropriate defaults: certain \observer-centered visually salient properties" will irresistibly be applied in considering cases such as Berkeley's triangle. To reiterate, Levesque's major point is that tractability is best maintained by minimising the number of cases that must be computed over. His preferred method of case minimisation involves syntactic constraints on representational systems. Our major point so far has been that graphical systems are syntactically constrained; and it turns out that these constraints are very similar to those suggested by Levesque. In itself, this is not surprising, since our claim about limited abstraction is e ectively a claim that (i) larss can help minimise cases; and (ii) their power to do so is somewhat limited. But the consequence of arriving at a type of representational system which resembles Levesque's is that it too should have computationally desirable properties. Let us explore the correspondences. An element of a mars will be of a certain syntactic form, the precise restrictions depending on the particular mars. In the case of the restricted nite predicate language L 0 discussed earlier, a comprehensive sentence can be regarded as a kb of a special type, actually less expressive than a vivid kb. Inference with respect to this kb will indeed correspond to tractable table-lookup. Of course, all such an inference e ectively tells us is the polarity of a given conjunct. larss have slightly more complex properties. A system based on L 0 permitting disjunctions of comprehensive sentences will require an upper bound of n look-ups for every query, where n is the maximal number of disjuncts required to cover a set of models. If each look-up gives the same answer, that answer will be returned; otherwise, the lack of an answer will be returned. In principle n for L 0 could be very large, but in practice, the multiple representation technique would not be used when n is large.
A system based on L 0 permitting`partial sentences', or the new de ned symbol 3, will not always allow the polarity of every conjunct to be found on table look-up, since the answer will not be in the table to be found. However, the lack of an answer can be found on look-up, and the interpretation of any new symbol found by look-up can be determined by consulting the key terminology statements, again by look-up. This type of system will have the same general properties as Levesque's semi-Horn form kbs, since the key terminology is equivalent to the de nition of subsuming predicates in a taxonomic component. When key assertions must be consulted, as when we are dealing with a uars, then the complexity of inference will depend largely upon the syntactic complexity permitted in the assertions. In the likely cases based on supplementing a L 0 -based lars with expressions of unrestricted quanti ed predicate calculus, this means that inferential complexity degrades to that of the quanti ed predicate calculus. However, it is possible to envisage uars which permit only some syntactically limited key assertions, and thereby maintain a desirable level of tractability. For example, we could require key assertions to contain only universal quanti ers; inference in such a setting should then be tractable.
3.5 The cognitive relevance of speci city There is a sense, then, in which mars, lars and uars form of hierarchy, in which expressiveness and tractability are inversely related. This naturally recalls Chomsky's hierarchy of languages, ranging from type 3 languages ( nite-state), through types 2 and 1 (context-free and context-sensitive, respectively) to type 0 languages (recursively enumerable sets). Thus, it is natural to raise two further issues, concerning the relation between the proposed hierarchy and Chomsky's; and the cognitive relevance of such hierarchies.
On the rst issue, we have little to say. Chomsky was concerned with representation systems containing linear sequences of symbols, and we have cast our net somewhat more widely. It is thus not obvious to us what kinds of correspondences hold; what might constitute a context-free lars? On the second issue, we would concede that it's rather obvious that most actual graphical systems will function as larss. Now, Chomsky's hierarchy has perhaps turned out to be of limited use to cognitive science. Most natural language systems, after all, can be made to fall into its most powerful category, and thus we do not easily learn of interesting constraints on processing. By contrast, we would maintain that locating graphical systems at the la point in the rs hierarchy has signi cant rami cations for processing. For instance, we indicate in Section 5.2.4 that the lars version of a particular graphical system is superior to the previously assumed mars version, which had been justly criticised on the grounds of its combinatorial ine ciency. We acknowledge that the computational constraints discussed above are|in a sense| relatively weak, for two reasons. First, such characterisations tend to dwell on worst-case performance, and this may not be very appropriate for computational agents which exist in forgiving environments. Secondly, actual performance pro les are only partially determined by the complexity contraints. Even if a representation system has a certain complexity pro le associated with it, the choice of a particular representation for a particular problem has a considerable impact on its solubility. Nonetheless, if it is accepted that humans have a set of special purpose reasoning mechanisms (rather than a single general purpose mechanism), then we can show that at least one of these mechanisms performs e ciently precisely in virtue of the limited abstraction permitted by the representations it manipulates. It is to this task that we turn in Sections 5 and 6.
Empirical application of the theory
This schematic theory requires substantiation by developing detailed analyses of actual graphical systems and their cognitive impact. We rst consider what properties suitable domains for testing the theory should have and in doing so seek to position the theory in relation to some existing work. We distinguish two broad lines of enquiry which could provide empirical evidence for the development of the theory. Study of externally implemented graphical systems can reveal whether their expressive power is that of a lars. But to connect the logical/computational distinction between mars, lars and uars with the cognitive consequences of these properties requires study of human performance and cognitive structure. Evidence may come from tasks involving the manipulation of external graphics, but paradoxically, most of the existing work which addresses our evidential needs actually studies internal cognitive structures which arise during the performance of tasks involving no external graphics. We will consider both types of evidence here, in Sections 5 and 6 respectively. Our methodological direction is to start from studies of external graphical systems and then to ask what relations at what levels such systems may have to internal computational structures in their users. One implication of our emphasis on general logical and computational properties of graphics is that their tractability for humans arises for the same reasons as their tractability for machines.
External graphical representation systems
After brie y reviewing some existing work on graphical communication and exploring desirable properties of domains for testing our theory, we go on to take an example traditional system of graphical reasoning, Euler's Circles, and provide a computational reconstruction of how this system is actually applied in logic teaching. This analysis shows that ecs are lars when properly interpreted, and reveals some novel properties of the logical fragment which they can be used to reason over. The fact that the syllogistic fragment can be captured by a lars contributes to explaining why it played such a central role in the development of logic and its meta-theory (cf. Lear 1980) . Analysis of this example provides some evidence of the value of the distinction between mars and lars. We will then go on to examine another notation for solving syllogisms, Johnson-Laird's`Mental Models' (mms; Johnson-Laird and Steedman 1978 , Mani and Johnson-Laird 1982 , JohnsonLaird 1983 , Johnson-Laird and Bara 1984 , Johnson-Laird and Byrne 1991 . This system was developed partly as a response to earlier work by Erickson (1974) which interpreted ecs as mars and based a cognitive model of subjects'`mental' syllogistic reasoning (that is, their reasoning without external graphical aids) on this mars interpretation. We show that mental models are a notational variant of ecs under a lars interpretation. This comparison of a strongly graphical system (ecs) with a non-graphical one is illuminated by our concept of speci city. We show that ecs are constrained to be weakly expressive by their graphical nature, whereas mms have no such inherent limitation. These two examples of external representation systems for syllogistic reasoning o er a rare opportunity for comparison of graphical and non-graphical systems; they illuminate what this distinction means computationally. We will close our discussion of Euler's Circles (and of external graphics) by examining the graphical structure of the space of`registration diagrams' employed in Euler's system. This analysis takes us below the high-level analysis in terms of speci city of graphical systems and explores a concept of`continuity' exhibited by the space of representations employed. This analysis suggests a route into unanswered questions about human abilities to remember and manipulate these topological structures. It thus leads us naturally into the consideration of the relation between external graphics and internal imagery, a discussion which is necessary for any theory of cognitive impact.
Positioning the theory for empirical application
There is a considerable history of work on the cognitive impact of di erent representations of information. Proposals in the philosophical literature related to our approach go back through Peirce (1977) to Bishop Berkeley (1709). Speci city of graphics is a direct result of their exploitation of homomorphisms which Goodman (1968) placed at the centre of his theory of graphical semantics. Twyman (1979) provided an insightful matrix structure for reviewing the space of information presentation methods. This matrix reveals two important facts about existing empirical research into the di erential cognitive impact of information presentation modes. First, it has mainly involved comparison of close relatives in the larger space; and secondly, it has concentrated in a few cells of the matrix, most notably on what we will term`matrix gra-phics'. Matrix graphics present information about populations of multi-dimensional data points which generally have the property that all points have determined values on all dimensions. These dimensions, which may be, but more usually are not, spatial, are mapped homomorphically onto the dimensions of the graphic (and sometimes onto time in computer animated graphics). Graphs, histograms, pie charts|the armoury of`business graphics'|are matrix graphics. As the term suggests, these information sets are closely related to tabular representation (cf. Stenning and Oberlander 1991 for a discussion of the relation between tabular representations and graphics). Tufte (1983 Tufte ( , 1990 ) has made extensive study of the principles involved in designing optimal matrix graphics. Mackinlay (1986) has gone some way towards automating the process of choosing a good presentation within this space of possibilities. However, this domain of enquiry is not the best testing ground for our theory. As long as the matrices of information are determinate, our theory would predict that matrix graphics would be preferable to discursive description, for instance. And our theory has little to say about the details of choice between alternative close relatives of these presentation forms. Our theory is aimed rather at distinguishing coarser-grained choices between graphics and language, or some combination of both.
Since the theory hinges on the expressiveness of di erent representation systems, the most fruitful domains for testing the theory are ones in which there is a need to express some limited range of abstractions (information is not fully determinate). At either end of the dimension of abstraction there is no di culty in choosing between language and graphics. If, for example, we have total information about the spatial arrangements of a set of objects, then a map (or if we need to read numerical distances, perhaps a matrix of distances) has no real competitor as an information presentation. The interesting material for empirical study is provided by domains in which (i) there is enough determinate information to motivate the use of a graphic; but (ii) there is also a perceived need for the expression of some abstractions which would lead to the need for many-termed disjunctions of marss.
There is earlier work in such domains. Gelernter (1963) used diagrammatic representations to control search during geometry theorem proving in an early AI system. Funt (1977 Funt ( , 1980 developed the whisper system which employed a spatially organised`retina' of elements for problem solving. Lindsay (1988) developed a system which exploited the speci city of diagrams, again in the domain of mechanics problems. All of these authors are motivated by observations that graphics aid reasoning and that this is for very general computational reasons. Their emphasis di ers from the present theory's in that they see graphics as eliminating deduction. This leads them to ignore examples in which graphics are not e cacious (tasks which require abstractions which graphics cannot express) and to neglect a comparative approach in which the same information is presented in contrasting modalities. Larkin and Simon (1987) sought to explain why graphical representations aid reasoning, illustrating their approach again in the domain of mechanics problems. Their paper does adopt a comparative method, translating the same problem into both graphical and sentential systems of representation, and they do entertain the possibility that graphics might be bad for some reasoning. However, their approach emphasises search and recognition processes di ering between the two modalities, rather than di erences of expressive power.
There is a strand of work, following on from Mackinlay, which meets some of the criteria.
Where a multimodal information presentation system can choose between realizing some piece of information via, for example, natural language or a map, the issues we have discussed should arise. Computational methods for synthesising multimodal presentations have been investigated by Feiner and McKeown (1990) , Marks and Reiter (1990) , Badler et al. (1991) , Maybury (1991) , Roth et al. (1991) , and Wahlster et al. (1991) ; issues concerning declarative knowledge about presentation modalities have been investigated by Arens and Hovy (1990) , and Hovy and Arens (1991) . In this area, is acknowledged that the actual task which the information's end user is supposed to be performing will interfere with the choice of modality. Presenting spatial information in pictures is preferred if speed of reaction is of the essence, but not if accuracy of task completion is critical (cf. Booher 1975, Beiger and Glock 1986) . Thus far, however, most systems encode xed information-to-medium mappings, and hence do not compare di erent representations for the same information; and as yet, the issue of abstraction has not been directly addressed. Apart from this literature, and work such as Simon and Larkin's, which explicitly addresses the cognitive properties of graphical representations, there is also a disparate literature on uses of graphics within the professional practice of diverse groups from software engineers to phonologists.`Visual programming languages', for example, are the object of at least one specialist journal (The Journal of Visual Languages and Computing). This literature provides perhaps the greatest source of empirical studies of visual representations compared to linguistic ones (albeit arti cial languages). The ndings are interestingly equivocal: some studies show visual representations enhancing task performance, while others report cases where there can be a lack of facilitation (cf. Wright and Reid 1971 , Raymond 1991 , Petre and Green 1992 . As in the cad systems for electronic design studied by Petre and Green, visual languages are generally based on semantic network notations. For our initial purposes, they are not ideal, since semantic networks are drawn from the most linguistic end of the dimension of graphical representations; they enforce few speci cities.
The most amenable domain we have found for the initial application of the theory is also the one with perhaps the longest history of precise self-conscious use of graphical methods in teaching, namely elementary logic diagrams. At least since Euler (1772) was faced with the problem of teaching a German princess syllogistic reasoning, logicians have used graphical teaching methods based on the analogy between set membership and spatial containment. Venn (1894) modi ed Euler's method into the one which is in widest contemporary use (cf. Sun-Joo Shin 1991 for a metalogical reconstruction of Venn's system). Peirce (1977) and Lewis Carroll (Dodgson 1896 ) also worked on graphical methods (Carroll's Symbolic Logic is a useful if dated sample). Venn's system is slightly more powerful and probably in commoner use today. Nonetheless, we adopt Euler's as our object of study because we believe that its use of graphics is considerably richer than Venn's and because we believe that this has important perceptual/mnemonic consequences for human performance with the system. Although we know of no empirical studies comparing teaching elementary logic with and without these graphical aids, (or indeed comparing one graphical system with another) their very persistence is evidence of their usefulness. As we mentioned earlier, there is even anecdotal evidence that these systems are of use to the blind in learning logic (Goldstein and Moore, personal communication); and this itself supports our approach by suggesting that their efcacy stems from general spatial characteristics of graphics rather than speci cally visual properties of human perception. For current purposes we will assume that these graphical systems are useful for at least some didactic purpose and seek an explanation of this fact. When it comes to examining the evidence of human performance for structures in internal mental processes which are isomorphic to the external systems, then there is an abundance of empirical evidence which we take up in Section 6.3. In summary, graphical methods for syllogism solution are a suitable domain for testing our theory because syllogistic reasoning does require the manipulation of abstractions, but nevertheless there is evidence that graphics are useful. There is the additional bonus that there is an existing empirical literature on`mental' syllogistic reasoning though less is known about performance with external graphics.
A graphical algorithm for syllogistic reasoning
We begin by giving a rational reconstruction of Euler's method of using circle diagrams to solve syllogisms. This should be su cient to test the predictions of our theory that such systems will be lars but not uars. We are not primarily concerned with historical exegesis and we will add some notation which does not appear in Euler's (1772) published account. We do believe, however, that this addition merely makes explicit what any logic teacher would interpret Euler to have intended, rather than being a novel system. This point gains certain signi cance in the light of psychologists' subsequent misinterpretations which will be discussed below (Section 5.2.4). In particular, the reconstruction o ered here avoids the combinatorial explosion for which Johnson-Laird and his colleagues have justly criticised other Euler's Circles methods (cf. Johnson-Laird 1983:100,125; Johnson-Laird and Byrne 1991:116{118,201). Our exposition of this graphical algorithm is divided into three parts: representing premisses; unifying premiss diagrams; and formulating conclusions. It is important to remember that this is a`competence model' for syllogistic reasoning. It requires the usual sorts of augmentation to serve as a performance model, and we turn to this issue in Section 6.3.
The representation of premisses
There are ve topological relations between two circles. These are the Gergonne relations, after the nineteenth century mathematician who made the rst attempt to`formalise' Euler's system (cf. Kneale and Kneale 1962, Faris 1955, and Figure 4) . Although syllogistic premisses are mostly modelled by more than one of these ve Gergonne relation diagrams, each has a characteristic diagram which is the one which represents the maximum number of types of individual consistent with the premiss. We refer to the models of these diagrams as maximal models. It is this characteristic diagram which is used in initial premiss representation. Furthermore, by relating a premiss to its characteristic diagram, we see that within each diagram, there is a sub-area which corresponds to a type of individual which is established as existing by the premiss, and there are other areas which correspond to types of individual which are merely consistent with the premisses, and which may or may not exist. The area(s) known to be non-empty play a special role in the use of the diagrams. We will say that these regions represent minimal models of their premisses. We have suggested elsewhere that this can most easily be brought out by a convention of shading such areas. Here we will use the 5 The x-marking convention fails to pick out the minimal model in just one diagram|that for Some A are not B. It cannot easily be extended to do so because disjunctive shading is not possible. However, no untoward conclusions arise from the failure to represent directly this non-emptiness. 6 Positive syllogisms have two positive premisses. Negative syllogisms have at least one negative premiss. These diagrams abstract away from as much linguistic structure as possible. Only the middle term circle is signi cant, and in each case, the A and C assignments can be reversed. This means that the diagrams abstract over combinations of gure and grammar. 21 diagrams capture 64 syllogisms, and just 8 diagrams capture the 27 syllogisms with conventionally expressible conclusions. This policy of registration to form diagrams representing maximal models evidently relies on being able to identify logical constraints on circles' placement|on being able to identify whether an arrangement is consistent with the premisses. It might be argued that to assume this ability is to assume the ability to reason syllogistically. We reject this argument. The main problem for human reasoners is calculating implications of combining premisses and this problem is not solved by merely being able to assess whether a diagram is consistent with each premiss separately. The role that the graphical representations play is facilitating this process of combination.
It remains to de ne the fate of xs during the uni cation of premiss diagrams. If a minimal region marked by an x is sub-divided by the third circle during registration, then the x is removed from the diagram. As an aid to the reader, we have marked such expunged xs with os in the diagrams presented here. Only x-marked minimal regions which persist undivided from premiss diagram into registation diagram remain x-marked. We will call such regions critical regions. A critical region corresponds to a maximal type 7 of individual which must exist in any model of the two premisses. 
Drawing conclusions
Having speci ed how diagrams are combined, it remains to describe how conclusions are drawn. It is useful to divide the process into an initial decision whether there is a valid conclusion, and a subsequent process of formulating conclusions.
There is a close relation between establishing the (necessary) existence of maximal types and having valid conclusions. All premiss pairs which have valid conclusions establish maximal types. Elsewhere we have called this property of the syllogism case identi ability (Stenning and Oaksford in press ). If two premisses warrant a conclusion, it is possible to identify the sort of case which exempli es the conclusion. This property is what allows graphical methods to be applied to the syllogism without resort to disjunctions of diagrams. 9 The model theoretic reason for this is not hard to see. Take a region which represents a type of individual de ned in terms of the two properties of its premiss. Suppose this region is not bisected in the registration diagram which represents the maximum number of types consistent with the premisses. If this is the case, then there is a maximal type established in the nal diagram. This is because the x-marked region is wholly included (positive syllogisms) or wholly excluded (negative syllogisms) from the third circle. If it is bisected, then there are two maximal types corresponding to it in the nal diagram, and either one of these or both may exist, but neither sub-type is necessary. The converse of case-identi ability holds, except for two registration diagrams which reveal that maximal types are established by pairs of premisses which do not have conventionally expressible conclusions (see Figure 8) . It is an arbitrary fact about the quanti cational resources Aristotle chose that these conclusions cannot be expressed. Interestingly, they are counterexamples to his principle that two negative premisses never have a valid conclusion. Aristotle presumably excluded these inferences because he did not regard them as involving relations between A and C, and this view is a result of having no distinction between the domain of interpretation and the universal domain; that distinction not clari ed until the twentieth century. The process of formulating conclusions operates directly on critical regions which correspond to established maximal types of individual. Existential conclusions correspond to inferences by conjunction elimination from their descriptions. These inferences are of the form: 9x(AxB x^:Cx) conclude 9x(Ax^:C x).
This algorithm is simpler than any algorithm for making the strongest valid conclusion. However, it is an empirical fact about human performance under standard instructions that the maximal generalisation is usually made. Although particular conclusions are always safer than universal ones, subjects generally make universal conclusions where they are warranted, and sometimes where they are not. Universal conclusions require that the critical region in a registration diagram be circular and labelled by an end term (A or C). If a critical region is circular, then the label of the circle becomes the subject of a valid universal conclusion. If there is no such circular critical region, there is no valid universal conclusion. This completes our graphical algorithm for solving syllogisms using Euler's Circles. This algorithm is summarised in Figure 9 . We will shortly look at the correspondences and di erences between this and the Mental Model method.
The EC system as LARS
We now return to our general approach to a cognitive theory of graphical representations.
We ask how the current system of graphical reasoning achieves the abstractions required to capture syllogistic logic, and we relate these abstractions to marss, larss and uarss. The pivotal shift from a minimal abstraction interpretation of the diagrams to an abstract one is the shift from interpreting regions as corresponding to types that do exist to interpreting them as corresponding to types which may exist. Figure 4 shows the abstraction over models which is necessary to express premisses graphically; Figure 5 shows how Euler's reinterpretation allows graphical expression of the abstraction. This shift of interpretation, combined with the subsidiary x-marking convention distinguishing necessary from merely consistent types, is the rst prerequisite to achieving a one-to-one mapping between diagrams and premisses. This is because it eliminates the disjunctions of diagrams necessary under the primitive interpretation. The interpretation which psychologists have assumed in the past makes the ecs into marss (cf. Erickson 1974, and Ford 1985 for a later defence of this analysis). Our interpretation re ects the actual use of the system by making ecs into larss. In this case, turning a mars into a lars is achieved by a change of ontology (from types to possible types) and adoption of a de nite strategy of diagram choice (represent the maximal model). The resulting compression of diagrams is made usable by the x-marking convention.
x-marking plays a role in nding critical regions and therefore in deciding whether there are conclusions, and in formulating them. i. If so, it is the subject term of a universal conclusion ii. If not, there is no universal conclusion Figure 9 : A graphical algorithm for solving syllogisms using Euler's Circles.
The strategy of representing maximal models is what allows all reasoning to proceed with respect to a single diagram. It is a peculiar property of the syllogistic fragment that there is a unique maximal model, and a unique minimal model, for every combination of premisses, and that the minimal model captures all valid inferences. The reason for the latter property is that inferences depend only on the existence of maximal individuals, and never on contingencies between the existences of sets of individuals. These logical properties explain why Euler was able to devise a graphical system for the syllogism. If contingency between maximal types were a determinant of valid inferences, a system more powerful than a lars would be required. So the Euler's Circle example substantiates the importance of our distinction between mars and lars in understanding how real graphical systems are used. What of the distinction between lars and uars? Are there abstractions which this graphical system cannot express? Our analysis of lars and the upper limits on their expressiveness indicated that the distinction between lars and uars remains blurred. Increasingly complex interpretative conventions| which we termed key assertions|mean that graphical representations do less and less work. However, it is clear that the ec system we describe cannot express many abstractions about the domain over which it reasons. For example, only about half the models in this domain correspond to models of ec diagrams (cf. Stenning and Oberlander in press, p. ??? for a fuller discussion). So, the system cannot implement even the three-predicate fragment of monadic predicate calculus. This system, as it stands, is a lars rather than an uars. This observation invites the question whether the ec system could be extended to capture the remaining abstractions in its domain. Sun-Joo Shin (1991) has presented a formalisation of Venn diagrams, and has extended the system to implement the relevant fragment of monadic predicate logic. It is our intuition that this system renounces many of the cognitive advantages of the ec system described here. It seems to do so precisely because its system of`linking of regions'|introduced to capture contingencies between the existence of types of individual| essentially incorporates a semantic network formalism (cf. Schubert 1976) . This comparison clearly warrants empirical investigation.
The equivalence of Euler's Circles and Mental Models (or EC = M 2 )
Our aim in considering the correspondence between ecs and mms is to show what is cognitively important about graphical representations. At one level we will claim that ecs and mms are equivalent|they implement the same family of theorem provers. But at a more detailed level, ecs exploit the expressive limitations imposed by graphical systems in a way that mms cannot. In the latter case, there is no natural limit on the notation of two-dimensional arrangements of letters and arcs. We believe this comparison makes it clearer that the importance of mms is not that they are non-logical (cf. Johnson-Laird 1983:51) or non-formal (cf. Johnson-Laird and Byrne 1991:212), nor that they are a`model theoretic' rather than a`proof theoretic' method (cf. Johnson-Laird and Byrne 1991:212{213). ecs provide a graphical computer for syllogistic reasoning. So they are a graphical proof theory, however transparent they may make the relation between computation and the space of models. Rather, the important questions posed by both ecs and mms concern how they are implemented in memory.
Comparison with Mental Models methods is revealing for a cognitive theory of graphics applied to syllogistic reasoning, for three reasons. First, Mental Models theory has been responsible for revealing important empirical observations of subjects' reasoning. Secondly, the theory has also made sweeping claims about the nature of mental representation based on those observations. For example, Johnson-Laird (1983:51) maintains that mental models \solves at a stroke the problems of which particular rules of inference are in the mind, how they are mentally represented, and how children acquire them. These questions simply do not arise, because logic is banished from the mind". More recently, Johnson-Laird and Byrne (1991:215) conclude that methods using mms provide \the mainspring of human reasoning". Lastly, it has been argued that mms are distinct from graphical methods for the syllogism. For example, Johnson-Laird speci cally excepts his own theory from the generalisation that \all current psychological theories of the syllogism turn out to be variations" on Euler's Circles and Venn diagrams (Johnson-Laird 1983:77). mms are distinguished from graphical methods on the grounds that they do not su er the combinatorial explosion which \embarrasses the theories based on Euler circles" (Johnson-Laird 1983:100; cf. also Johnson-Laird and Byrne 1991:116{118).
In comparing ecs to mms it is important to bear in mind that the latter can be considered either as (i) another externally represented reasoning system or as (ii) a theory about an internally implemented cognitive system bearing some relation to the written theory. We here adopt the former stance in order to compare ecs and mms as external`paper-and-pencil' aids to reasoning. In Section 6.3, we consider the empirical evidence about correspondence between mms and internal mental structures and processes. One further distinction must also be born in mind in making this comparison. The ec system described here is a normative implementation of syllogistic reasoning corresponding to a normative use of mental models notation. Mental models theory has been extended as a performance theory to explain subjects' errors. It is not di cult to see how to do this with ecs (primarily by specifying sub-optimal registration strategies) but we have not yet done this in our exposition. ecs, mms and the relevant fragment of the monadic predicate calculus are evidently equivalent at the logical level|they pick out the same consequence relation. The equivalence that concerns us here is at the level of the theorem provers which are implicit in ecs and mms, and which we made explicit for ecs in the last section. Both systems operate by: representing all and only maximal types of individual which are consistent with the premisses; by identifying which maximal types of individual are established by the premisses; and then generalising from these types. 10 We therefore proceed by laying out the representational correspondences between the systems and then the correspondences between the strategies of proof which they adopt. The particular mental model system we use here for comparison is that of Johnson-Laird and Steedman (1978) . Other variants exist (for example, Johnson-Laird and Bara 1984, JohnsonLaird and Byrne 1991) but the details of those systems could be reconstructed within the ec framework adopted here. The main complexity involved in establishing the equivalence of any of these systems and ecs lies in mm's treatment of extra notational devices|parentheses and negative links in mms|and in the procedural elements of the strategies for mms' use. These annotations and procedures serve to allow one diagram to abstract over several possible states of a airs. We begin by examining the central structural correspondences, and then look at the details which di er within each family. Columns of letters in mms and minimal sub-regions of ec diagrams both represent types of individual. Monadic predicate calculus would represent these types by conjunctions of atomic predicates (or their negations), each predicated of the same variable. To illustrate with an example syllogism, Figure 10 shows the development of ec and mm representations for the syllogism Some A are B, All B are C .
At every stage of development, x-marked regions of ecs correspond to columns of letters with no parenthesised elements in mms. In both notations they represent types of individual whose existence is established by the premisses. Non-x-marked regions and columns with some parenthesised element(s) represent individuals which are consistent with the premisses but not established by them. Note that no region in the ec, nor any column or part of a column in the mm, represents either of the types A^B^:C nor :A^B^:C . These are the only types inconsistent with the premisses. The only type consistent with the premisses but unrepresented is the wholly negative type :A^:B^:C . No ec or mm ever explicitly represents this type of individual, because it plays no role in any inference expressible in the syllogism. mms include elements in their representations of rst premisses which allow the additions of second premisses to yield any maximal type consistent with both premisses. ecs have a simple and consistent policy of representation which is motivated by the underlying model theory at every point. Registration represents all consistent types. x-marking represents types entailed by the single premisses represented. x-marked regions take their signi cance directly from the model theory. In contrast, many features of mental model notation are quite arbitrary. Only subsets of consistent maximal types get represented in some syllogisms, but this omission of types plays no part in the system of reasoning. An example of mms' idiosyncrasies is illustrated in Figure 11 . It might at rst seem that we can interpret the parentheses in mms as standing for either a predicate or its negation. However, if this were so, the parenthesised`a' and b' in the representation of Some A are B could potentially come to represent individuals which are A^B. In fact, the parenthesised`a' is never completed in this way|it can only come to represent either an A that is :B, or a B that is :A. So the parentheses within a column are not to be interpreted independently of each other. This fact could be captured by including a negative link between these two parenthesised elements, as we have done in dotted lines. 11 For example, the rst option (with regard to the parenthesised`a') disappears when the second premiss forces the parenthesised`b' to represent a B that is C. This omission of the negative link is particularly arbitrary since the corresponding positive link is included in the representation of the negative particular premiss. There, however, the`b' is arbitrarily not parenthesised (we have inserted square parentheses). If our square additions are included in the mm notation, columns with parenthesised elements then correspond to unmarked ec regions, and unparenthesised columns to x-marked ones.
This example is su cient to show that mental models adopt arbitrary choices of representation strategy, whereas the Euler's Circle system described here has a motivated policy. What is arbitrariness from a logical point of view might be motivated from a psychological point of view. But in fact it turns out that these particular arbitrary notational features play no 11 Johnson-Laird claims that universality is represented within mental models by repetition of copies of individuals (an analogical representation, he claims). But this sits oddly with the observation that the number of individuals of a type that exist is never relevant to consequence in the monadic predicate calculus, a logic without identity. In fact, closer observation of mental models reveals that the function of repetition at the stage of representing the rst premiss is always to allow the representation of any type of individual that may be required when the second premiss is added. Universality, in fact, is captured by ensuring, either explicitly or implicitly, the representation of all consistent types. role in capturing empirical observations in the data. Whether subjects take representational short cuts in mentally manipulating ecs is an important psychological question; we return to it in Section 6.3 when we consider the question how our ec algorithm might be mentally implemented. In summary, ecs and mms should be seen as two families of notations which can each be used to formulate a range of theorem provers. What these theorem provers have in common is that they (i) agglomerate the representation of both premisses into one representation which (ii) represents all individuals consistent with the premisses and (iii) distinguishes those which must exist from those which may exist. They then specify procedures for reading conclusions o from these representations. Seeing ecs and mms as notational variants raises the question: Is one notation more constrained than the other? It is fairly easy to say what constitutes a natural extension of ecs, though even here, it may be hard to state exactly which annotations are natural. When it comes to mms, it seems to us that there is no inherent reason why systems of letters, with and without parentheses, linked by arcs and distributed in two dimensions should have any of the limitations that graphical representations exhibit. In fact, it is known that partitioned semantic networks are equivalent in expressive power to polyadic predicate calculus (Hendrix 1979) . Schubert (1976) similarly develops semantic network notations to capture the full lambda-calulus. So, although the ecs method described here is equivalent to a theorem prover expressed in mms notation, there is a great di erence in the degree of constraint on the theorem provers expressible in the two notations. The graphical nature of ecs determines that all types represented by a registration diagram must be maximal types. That is because every point in a plane is either inside or outside of every circle drawn in that plane. This is a special case of speci city, and it is precisely this property which captures the human tendency to reason over agglomerative representations (cf. Stenning 1991) composed of maximal types of individuals. For the purposes of formulating psychological theories of reasoning, the more limited the expressive power of a system which can t the data, the more the notation is contributing to an understanding of the phenomena described.
Animation
ecs are distinctive among graphical systems based on the analogy of spatial containment to set membership in exploiting movements and constraints on movement in reasoning. We chose to describe an ec algorithm rather than a Venn diagram one because of this exploitation of movement which we refer to as animation. Static diagrams are related to each other by movements of circles (and changes in size) and ecs thereby exploit a particular concept of continuity. We believe that this is one of the ways in which they facilitate reasoning and it provides another illustration of speci city, this time in the temporal dimension. Introducing movement into graphical representations introduces temporal speci city. Time is a dimension, and so representations which employ sequences of states to represent a dimension (whether a temporal dimension or not) have to determine a complete ordering of represented states. An animation sequence is speci c with regard to temporal relations just as a diagram is with regard to spatial relations. Interpretation conventions may be able to cancel some of these temporal speci cities and achieve some abstractions representing partial orderings of states, but not just any abstraction can be expressed. In the case of ecs, spatial and temporal speci cities combine in a very elegant way. Each static diagram represents one of the 128 di erent models of the syllogism. Moving a circle typically leads to one type of individual at a time either being added to, or deleted from the model represented before the movement. In some cases a movement might introduce or delete two individuals but such double events can always be turned into pairs of single ones by changing the angle of movement in nitessimally. This means that the 64 models which have ec diagrams are related in a seven dimensional space, with one dimension for each individual type. Movements of circles in the ec diagram correspond to sequences of transitions from corner to adjacent corner of this seven-dimensional hypercube. There are no catastrophes| no cases in which a minimal movement brings about a distant model. Figure 12 portrays the space of three-circle diagrams; the restriction to circles in Euler diagrams is an essential element in establishing this continuity. Representations that are continuous in the sense used here are computationally tractable for quite general reasons. Roughly, from any point in the structure, one can take a minimal path to any other point on the basis of information in its address. What evidence is there|other than this most general sort of computational ground|for believing that human beings have internal reasoning mechanisms which exploit this sort of continuity? Hinton (1979 Hinton ( , 1980 argues that it is this type of continuity of structural description which underlies our ability to solve`visualisation' problems. He further argues that this sort of continuity is su cient to explain`mental rotation' phenomena which are usually assumed to require representations which are analogue in a much stronger sense. Although we know of no explicit experimental study of the role of continuity in the manipulation of such structured spaces in working memory, it seems highly plausible that our transactions with the mechanical world are underpinned by a mechanism exploiting such continuity. The logical constraints provided by syllogistic premisses can be modelled in the ec representations by the mechanical constraints on the movement of discs in a plane. Imagine driving a nail through the critical region(s) of registration diagrams. For positive syllogisms, this nail constrains the A and C circles from sliding apart. For negative syllogisms, the nail constrains the A and C circles from being mutually superimposed (after having been adjusted to have equal size). So the graphical nature of ecs provides not only the spatial speci city which forces the representation of maximal types of individual. It also provides the spatio-temporal speci city which supplies a mechanism for navigating around the space of models in a continuous fashion (notice that this graphical property does not hold of mms). The e cacy of this mechanism should not be underestimated. Rather than considering an unstructured set of 128 models, the algorithm positions its user at a particular point in this space corresponding to the registration diagram of the syllogism to be solved. It helpfully provides a mechanism which identi es every immediate neighbour of that model, and every immediate neigbour of any subsequent construction. We return to the role of animation in internal representations when we consider how syllogistic reasoning might be implemented in human working memory. 6 From external graphics to internal imagery
We have so far been concerned with characterising the properties of graphical representations in general and, in particular, ecs and the procedures that manipulate and interpret them so that they implement syllogistic logic. Psychological considerations have only entered through comparison with mms which are explicitly embedded in a psychological theory of verbal reasoning. But our general theory of graphical representations has cognitive pretensions|it is to explain di erences between peoples' facility in reasoning with graphics, with language and with calculi. So even if we were to restrict ourselves to cases in which external graphics are used, we would still require a theory of how the information they carry is represented and processed internally. In fact, we believe that our approach|through the computational nature of external graphical systems|promises a new perspective on the nature of internal representations used when reasoning without explicit external graphics. However, this belief does not commit us to the view that the relation between internal and external representations is direct. We would expect the internal representations to show similar speci cities to succesful external aids, but internal implementations might be expected to di er signi cantly from external ones. Our theory can approach the task of analysing internal representations at two levels. By showing that the logic of graphical representations is more computationally tractable than more general logics (as we indicated in Section 3.4), we show that processing the information graphical representations convey is easier than processing some more general class of information. This explains why graphical representations are easier to process for any reasoning system. Such an`architecture-free' approach can be supplemented by evidence from empirical observations of human information processing which show that speci c representations are in fact more easily processed than abstractive representations. Theories of the architecture of working memory built on such observations should be able to explain how graphics are processed more easily.
Here we review some of the evidence that speci c representations are generally more easily processed by human beings. We rst discuss results from studies of text comprehension, and then return to the syllogism and examine the relevance of the behavioural data on`mental' syllogism solution. In the latter case, we focus on the novel analyses and predictions suggested by the ec system. Having reviewed this evidence, we consider a theory of working memory which can explain why it is easier to hold and manipulate data-structures which are limited in their powers of abstraction. But we begin by brie y locating our position within the`imagery debate'.
The imagery debate
The imagery debate is probably among the longest running and most hotly pursued in psychology and cognitive science (see, for example, Galton 1883 , Pylyshyn 1973 , Anderson 1978 , Kosslyn et al. 1979 ; see also Tye 1991 and Glasgow in press for more recent discussions and references). This debate connects the representational issues to the empirical observations of human information processing. It is also one of the areas in which regress arguments are most often brought against the whole of the cognitive science pursuit of representational theories of mind. The debate has, by any standards, been confused and confusing. Confusion stems not just from in nite chains of homunculi processing in nite regresses of representations. Much of the debate is about a distinction between propositional vs. imagistic representations which has received little clari cation and returned the compliment by spreading wholesale confusion (but see Palmer 1978 for a similar view of the distinction to that argued here). As should be clear, we reject this distinction as the basis for the imagery debate. Our account of the information carried by graphical representations is couched in logical terms, and therefore presumably is propositional if anything is. Nevertheless, we claim it captures the computational essence of spatial representations and of images. But we do not construe this claim that representations are propositional as an empirical claim. After all, more or less any well de ned system of representations can be analysed as the implementation of a logic, or approximation to a logic. Much of the resistance amongst psychologists to propositional representations stems from strong concomitant assumptions about how logics are implemented. We agree that the model of a serial processor transforming sentences of fully expressive logics, according to general axioms, is provably intractable. It cannot be the basis for the observed complexity pro les of human behaviour. But that does not lead us to conclude that other non-sentential implementations of logics cannot account for imagery phenomena in a thoroughly`propositional' account. We point out that there is something deeply paradoxical about the use of the term propositional as a characterisation of representations. Proposition is a logical concept de ned to be independent of any particular representation system. The independence usually focussed on is independence from particular languages but is equally independence from particular non-sentential representations.
Those psychologists who reject`propositional' representations may complain that ours is a weak construal of their signi cance. They might argue that while anything may be analysed as a logic, this analysis plays no functional role in the operation of their implementation. We believe this objection is misguided. If analysis can show a highly restricted logic underlying some representations (as we have done here with logic diagrams), that itself is a demonstration that implementation may take forms that are impossible for more general logics. Implementations based on the Turing model may be the only ones for general logics of full abstractive power. To claim that analysis within such powerful systems is possible, is, of course, to claim little or nothing. But to show that a more restricted logic is su cient for analysis, is to show that e cient implementation can diverge from the chains-of-symbols shu ing model. Our conceptual objection to the way the debate has been framed is coupled with a methodological objection. The main thrust of argument seeking to establish imagistic representations has been the collection of data which shows processing time pro les which are continuous with some property of the situation represented (for example, Shepard and Metzler 1971) . With this approach, internal imagery is investigated by presenting external visual images for processing. From our stance, this approach is misguided. The important computationally relevant property of graphics/imagery is its speci city. Imagery forces the representation of certain information. The evidence required to demonstrate the use of imagery is therefore evidence that when this information is not supplied, the processor supplies it in order to form a representation. Experiments must present information abstract with regard to posited speci c information, and then observe the impact of its absence. The most relevant literature is therefore that on language processing.
Text comprehension and verbal reasoning
There is already extensive experimental evidence that can be construed along the lines of our theory. The text processing and verbal reasoning literatures deal with the presentation of potentially abstract information and adduce evidence that people derive more concrete representations for it. We can review only a few example ndings here. They can be classi ed by the type of information which creates the speci city revealed. The rst group study the speci city resulting from graphical representations of spatial relations; the second group studies speci city resulting from the unique name axioms implicit in graphical representations systems.
A number of studies have compared the processing of two types of texts. One type continuously determine the spatial relations of a described array of objects; the other type leave spatial relations indeterminate for at least some stretch of text (see for example, Mani and Johnson-Laird 1982 , Clark 1969a , McGonigle and Chalmers 1986 . The following two examples from Mani and Johnson-Laird illustrate indeterminacy which remains at the end of the text.
Determinate: The spoon is behind the knife. The knife is to the right of the plate. The fork is to the left of the plate.
Indeterminate: The spoon is behind the knife. The knife is to the right of the plate. The fork is to the left of the knife.
In the latter case, the last two sentences only determine a partial ordering of knife, plate and fork. Indeterminate texts prove much harder to process in a task where subjects have to test the consistency of statements with these texts. McGonigle and Chalmers point out that much depends on the task: indeterminate arrays are harder to process when subjects have to assess whether statements are consistent with any interpretation of the text; if they can be content to nd one model of the text, interdeterminacy presents no particular problem. Both Mani and Johnson-Laird's ndings and McGonigle and Chalmers' quali cations are interpretable in terms of subjects having a high-capacity durable memory for representations exhibiting speci city. This memory cannot be employed for indeterminate material, unless the addition of contingent information is permitted. These experiments are examples of a large literature on verbal reasoning which bears out the problems caused by indeterminacy. Many of these experiments do not involve spatial relations overtly, but do involve transitive reasoning about dimensions which therefore present the same logical situation (for example, Clark 1969b ). There has been less research investigating the processing of texts in which reference (rather than spatial relations) is indeterminate giving rise to violations of unique name axioms. Bransford and Johnson's (1972) classic experiment demonstrating the incomprehensibility of a`trick' prose passage is actually an example, though the authors do not discuss it in those terms. Close examination of the passage used reveals a number of sources of confusion. No syntactically inde nite introductions are made and de nite phrases' referents are untraceable. Because the de nite noun phrases referring back to earlier mentioned elements are chosen to be abstract, there are multiple possible antecedents for many of them. The picture which the authors used to make the passage comprehensible enables the reader to make unique assignments and thus facilitates processing.
If the balloons popped the sound wouldn't be able to carry since everything would be too far away from the correct oor. A closed window would also prevent the sound from carrying since most buildings tend to be well insulated.
Since the whole operation depends on a steady ow of electricity, a break in the middle of the wire would also cause problems. Of course the fellow could shout but the human voice is not loud enough to carry that far. An additional problem is that a string could break on the instrument. Then there would be no accompaniment to the message. It is clear that the best situation would involve less distance. Then there would be fewer potential problems. With face to face contact the least number of things could go wrong. Our emboldening marks irretrievable references].
It is not the pictorial nature of the context which is essential. The picture can be replaced by a textual preamble clearly introducing the emboldened elements into the domain in ways which permit the resolution of the later abstractions; the text is rendered equally comprehensible.
Context: A man with a guitar is serenading a girl at a fth oor window. He has a microphone connected by a wire to a speaker suspended at the level of her window by a bunch of hydrogen balloons : : : Italics mark inde nite introductions].
Both the provisions of context amount to introducing compliance with the unique name constraints we have mentioned in connexion with minimal abstraction representational systems (marss), and their relatives. A more precisely controlled experiment aimed directly at studying temporary indeterminacy of reference is reported in Stenning (1986) . Subjects read texts describing domains which they knew to have just two elements in terms of existential statements linking two of their properties. For example:
There is a small square. There is a black square. There is a small black thing. There is a small white thing. There is a small circle.
The pattern of identities is not determined until the third sentence in this example. Other examples ranged from this maximally maintained indeterminacy to being step-wise determinate of reference. Sentence reading times and memory errors showed that where there was no indeterminacy, the format of the text caused no de cit over more normal control prose. When there was indeterminacy, it caused disruption of processing, particularly at the point where indeterminacy was resolved; this was interpreted as being due to the delayed construction of speci c representations. In fact the example given here was shown to be on the edge of subjects' capacity for representing indeterminate texts, and occasioned high memory error rates. The absolute amount of information in the example was shown to be much smaller than in easily processed determinate cases. These and other results have been interpreted as demonstrating the existence of a`nonpropositional' memory (cf. Johnson-Laird 1983 , Garnham 1987 . The results are entirely consistent with the treatment given here in the terms of languages of restricted abstraction. They show that when the information required by representation systems which are speci c is not available, processing is disrupted, unless the task permits the requisite information to be added with impunity. Such immune addition is, perhaps, what Levesque (1988) had in mind when discussing the recruitment of visually-salient defaults.
A complementary observation that has also been invoked as evidence against propositional representations is that readers cannot remember the surface segmentation of propositions in texts. The observation was made in general terms by Bartlett (1932) and by Bransford, Barclay and Franks (1972) but has recently been used by Garnham (1987) to argue against any`propositional' account. Garnham's examples are of subjects' failures to discriminate whether they saw The man with the martini is tall or The man standing by the window is tall when they had been told that the man standing by the window is the man with the martini. If these texts were represented in a mars, then this is exactly the result one would expect.
The presented text is only a fragment of a representation in one of these logical languages, and both memory test alternatives yield the same translations because the required identity axioms force the addition of much uniqueness information. The distinction between which properties are identifying and which merely attributed is therefore lost in translation. One may present a unique man standing by the window and says he is a martini drinker. Or one may present a unique martini drinker and says he is standing by the window. But both these forms become equivalent because both result in representations in which there is one man and one martini, and one window by which he is standing. These inferences are not licenced by the logical form of the isolated sentences but that is hardly an argument against the resulting representation being sentential.
Syllogism data
What light can our theory shed on the empirical literature on human syllogistic reasoning carried out without paper-and-pencil support? Since we have shown that ecs are equivalent to mms, an account based on ecs will inherit explanations of results explained by mms up to this equivalence. So, for example, the most important predictor of syllogism di culty in mm theory is the distinction between one-, two-and three-model problems. In the highly procedural mm system, this distinction is de ned by the number of loops of constructing and testing involved in the solution of a given problem. In the graphical algorithm, this property can be de ned in terms of the number of possible arrangements of the circles in the registration diagram when the maximal-areas constraint is relaxed. Ardin (1991) showed that most of the variance of problem di culty is actually captured by the distinction between single model problems and those requiring greater numbers of models. In ec terms, this is just the question whether there is any choice of registrations of the two premiss diagrams. But we need to consider some additional notations (such as directional links) which are used in mm theory but have not yet been replicated in our ec notation, and the role these notations play in capturing empirically observed phenemona. We should also ask whether there are novel predictions suggested by Euler's notation; an important test of an alternative notation is its ability to reveal new generalisations in old empirical data or to suggest new data that should be relevant. The following discussion rst treats the role of additional notation in mms in capturing empirical observations and then reviews new observations arising from the ec notation.
6.3.1 Notation in MMs not duplicated in the EC system
One feature of the mm notation which plays an important role in capturing psychological data is the directionality of the links between predicate letters within an individual. The most original empirical observation which Johnson-Laird and Steedman (1978) made is that the formulation of conclusions is strongly a ected by the grammatical organisation of the premisses. In mm notation, grammatical status is marked by the directionality of both positive and negative links, and this e ect is captured by the procedures for formulation of candidate conclusions. The procedures prefer to read conclusions in the direction of arrows. So, where`a' is linked to`c' through`b' by two arrows pointing in the same direction, there is a preference for the conclusion which aligns with the arrows. ecs are not usually used with any grammatical notation. This is probably because of their didactic origin|to learn syllogistic logic is to learn that some grammatical di erences are logically immaterial; for example, those in positive particular and negative universal premisses.
To learn this is a substantial accomplishment because of the natural tendencies noted in the Figural E ect. These tendencies in turn stem from the functions of subject and predicate in natural language. But if ecs are to be part of a descriptive theory of mental process, annotating subject and predicate is just as natural as it is in mms. Su xing the label on each circle by its grammatical category and allowing two matching su xes to in uence the generation of candidate conclusions is equivalent to the directionality of arrows in mms. Once the annotation is added to ecs, it can play the same role in controlling the formation of conclusions and the testing of their generality: ecs require an interface to the language of conclusions just as much as mms.
Novel empirical analyses and predictions of the EC notation
Our ec notation revealed the case-identi ability of the syllogistic fragment. This novel logical property in turn revealed the U-conclusions missed by the Aristotelian proof-theoretic apparatus. This logical curiosity in turn suggests an empirical prediction|that subjects should be capable of drawing the U-conclusions by substantially the same mechanisms they employ for the range of other conclusions. Yule (1991) and Yule and Stenning (1992) test this prediction in the most direct possible way. Their subjects describe maximal types of individuals entailed by syllogistic premisses rather than drawing conventional conclusions. Their results demonstrate that subjects can describe the critical individuals whose existence is entailed by pairs of premisses which have no conventional conclusion. Subjects do not even nd these maximal types the hardest ones to discover. This result strongly suggests that the task of identifying maximal types established by premisses is naturally adopted by subjects. We have argued elsewhere that this is because this task is more naturally assimilated to subjects' discourse comprehension strategies than the conventional syllogistic task (cf. Stenning and Oaksford in press) . This methodology conforms with our principle that the best evidence for the use of`graphical' representations is to supply information abstract with regard to an image (syllogistic premisses de ning individuals in terms of only two properties) and observe subjects' abilities at constructing maximally speci ed representations (speci cations of maximal individuals). The graphical approach also reveals some novel formulations of the e ects of gure. mm theory explains gural e ects in terms of a rst-in rst-out (fifo) memory. Our graphical algorithm suggests a more general explanation in terms of the logical, rather than sequential, properties of syllogisms. This novel formulation (cf. Yule and Stenning 1992) focusses on the part played by critical regions in determining conclusions. Where there is a valid conclusion, there is a critical region. Since critical regions are de ned as x-marked regions from the premisses not bisected during registration, it can be determined which premiss`contributed' the critical region. In some cases both premisses will contribute the critical region. Subjects can therefore organise their reasoning around identi cation of critical regions. If subjects begin organising their conclusion in terms of an x-marked region from the rst premiss, in some syllogisms they have to shift attention to an x-marked area from the second premiss in order to nd the critical region. Yule and Stenning (1992) have shown that its predictions are born out in subjects' orders of descriptions of critical individuals. The sequences observed are incompatible with the fifo explanation. Another di erence between the ec method we describe and the mm system is that our algorithm is linear and avoids any loops. This is appropriate in a prescriptive method, but we do not propose this as descriptively adequate for the data of naive syllogistic reasoners. But what neither system explains is how subjects recognise that these representations can be selected to solve these problems. How do subjects recognise that an apparently relational problem can be reduced to a monadic one by the freezing of arguments to relations? This is a quite general weakness of psychological theories of reasoning which generally focus on the processes which follow representation selection. In summary, the ec algorithm inherits the predictions of mental model theory, but the graphical nature of the algorithm suggests some generalisations of some of the most important e ects. The method makes new predictions of behaviour on novel tasks, and some of these predictions have already been con rmed. Our claim that a rational reconstruction of Euler's method is preferable to mms as a competence theory rests on the inherently weak expressive power of these graphical notations. This weakness stems from the speci city of graphical representations predicted by our general theory. This argument from parsimony is now strengthened by insights contributed by Euler's system into old empirical data, and by the prediction of new experimental results.
Internal implementation of ECs
On the one hand, our approach to graphical representations through logic places them in the general space of representation systems and focusses on their speci city as their critical logical property. On the other hand, this approach raises questions about how limited abstraction logics can be implemented in the mind. This separation of logical and implementational questions is the greatest gain for psychology in our approach. Approaches which con ate mental representation with the speci cation of an abstract system have failed to identify the single greatest problem for implementing deductive reasoning in human memory|the problem of binding several temporary constellations of attributes in working memory. Stenning and Oaksford (in press ) present a discussion of the di erences in implementational problem and human performance between long term memory based binding and working memory binding. Syllogisms are di cult for human reasoners precisely because they demand the temporary binding of properties into speci cations of individuals; grouping of individuals into models; and possibly the consideration of several models. These bindings cannot be achieved on the basis of bindings already implemented in long term memory. There is, of course, a very extensive literature on the binding of elements of lists together in human working memory. But there are few memory models which cover the holding of bindings in working memory, which would be suitable for implementing the collections of types underlying syllogistic reasoning. Stenning, Shepherd and Levy (1988) adopted a direct approach to analysing the representations resulting from the processing of very simple texts.
They identify the attribute binding problem as the central knowledge representation problem which human memory must solve in order to represent texts in which more than one pattern of bindings is possible. They presented texts describing pairs of individuals in terms of four monadic properties (such as people with professions, nationalities, statures and temperaments) and observed the reading times and errors of cued recall. They demonstrate that binding of property to individual is represented in a distributed fashion; Stenning and Levy (1988) went on to show that the bindings could be retrieved from the distributed representation proposed by a soft-constraint satisfaction system. This proposal for the representation of binding is distinguished from others (such as Anderson's (1983) act*'s semantic network) in that the representation contains within itself an active inferential mechanism which resolves inconsistency in retrieving bindings. This mechanism is what explains why this memory can only hold determinate patterns and so why the system can hold only representations from marss. This line of investigation was aimed at explaining the text conventions on the introduction of, and anaphoric back reference to, discourse referents. The conventions were described in Stenning (1978) and shown to resemble graphical speci city in Stenning and Oberlander (1991) . An important consequence of this memory architecture is that the representations underlying verbal reasoning have at least two levels. These are: the underlying associative memory from which the constraint satis er infers`best tting' memories; and mechanisms which operate over the output from this retrieval mechanism. Previous theories have all assumed memory for bindings as primitive and explained only the top-level mechanism. The fact that retrieval from the lower level associative memory is by a constraint satisfaction network explains why this memory can only hold minimally abstract representations. Theories which assume that bindings are primitive network links cannot explain why these links cannot represent a more general range of representations. The empirical evidence for a memory for bindings which holds minimally abstract representations is complicated by the fact that there are certainly other systems of working memory which can hold abstractive representations. The most obvious example is the articulatory loop which can hold representations of sentences. The suggested architecture has various implications for the implementation of syllogisms in human working memory. Because the ec technique employs only abstract representations of a constrained sort, it could be adapted to this architecture. The bindings which must be held are bindings within the narrow compass of marss. Because natural deduction systems do not agglomerate representations (cf. Stenning 1991), implementing them would require representing bindings outwith marss. The architecture also has the consequence that only one agglomerated pattern of bindings can be held at a time (the constraint satis er can only satisfy one set of constraints at a time). Thus if subjects employ a strategy of considering several binding patterns (as in Mental Models Theory) this architecture explains why they must be considered serially. It is this requirement of serial consideration of models which mm theory uses to explain the di erent di culty of one-, two-and three-model syllogisms. How could such a memory architecture form the core of a mental implementation of Euler's Circles? It certainly does not represent geometrical entities like circles but rather sets of types of individual. The question can usefully be broken down into two parts, one about which sets of types of individuals are represented, and the other about representing relations between these sets.
On the rst question, Stenning and Levy's model ts well the fact that all regions of ecs represent maximal individuals de ned on all three properties. It is a fundamental property of the Stenning and Levy model that all individuals represented are maximal. However, the model has problems representing variable numbers of individuals. The original model only works on pairs of individuals, and though it would be easy to con gure similar models for other small numbers of individuals, a single model for variable numbers is not possible in its framework. Registration diagrams have between three and seven types. This at rst appears to require a rather fundamental revision, because the constraint satisfaction device relies for its inferences on the number of individuals present. One approach would be to assume a di erent constraint satisfaction device for each di erent number of individuals. This may not be elegant but it may not t human performance as badly as one might suppose. Our experiments indicate that number of individuals is much more expensive of memory than number of properties; above ve or six individuals, people appear to resort to quite di erent strategies. Another approach to circumventing this di culty with xed numbers of individuals is to consider whether or not a mechanism representing a xed number of individuals would be adequate to approximate a mental implementation of ecs. The simplest approach here would be to represent 7 individuals, and in cases where fewer distinct types are present, ll up the array by duplication. Another strategy would be to exploit the logical limitations of the syllogism and represent less than seven types. In the limit, an implementation of an approximation to our ec algorithm could operate with a binding mechanism only holding one type, namely the type that licences conclusions. This would require considerable strategic identi cation of the relevant individuals; it appears to be too parsimonious to model naive subjects, but might be appropriate for some expert performance. A less extreme version might use, say, three types and some less powerful strategies for identifying which types to represent. It is interesting that all mm diagrams actually have three columns of symbols. We have not so far considered the part played by relations between the alternative models which the human reasoner inspects in reasoning. As we saw in Section 5.4, these models are not scattered randomly through the space of syllogistic models but have tightly constrained nearest-neighbour relations. The`animations' of ecs have a continuity property; and this is pertinent to the method whereby the mechanism representing bindings is reset during inference. We propose that the implementation exploits the mechanism which underlies our ability to predict the mechanical e ects on topological relations mentioned in Section 5.4. An obvious simulation framework for the animation of ecs would be a distributed connectionist representation of the multi-dimensional space. Distributed representations derive many of their desirable properties exactly from the continuity of the semantics which is imposed on their states. The underlying representation may actually be thoroughly digital, as in Willshaw nets, in which weights are either 0 or 1 (Willshaw 1981) . But the error correction and content addressability of these nets derive from the continuity of their semantics|patterns at small Hamming distances count as similar patterns. Clearly, much would need to be done to produce a simulation of animation, or even to turn the connectionist model of binding into an implementation of the memory for bindings underlying syllogistic reasoning. On the other hand, the constraint satisfaction model of binding is the only available memory model which explains why representations from marss (and their close relatives) are easier to represent than arbitrary binding patterns. It thus provides an approach to the relation between external graphics and internal representations. This review of a small sample of literature is su cient to exemplify our current argument. Representational systems that embody various degrees of speci city are a medium of representation which would serve to explain the observations that have been taken to motivatè non-propositional' representations. Furthermore, they provide some analysis of what these representations are like. If images are like speci c representations, then this theory will explain how they can be processed, discharge the homunculi, and explain many of the observations of people processing abstract stimuli such as texts.
General discussion
The contrast between logic and implementation is central to our approach to the cognitive implications of media assignment. Having a logic common to particular graphical and linguistic systems can explain similarities between systems implemented in di erent modalities, as well as di erences between them. The approach through logic allows explanations of general e ects of complexity which are common to people and machines. The framework therefore allows for more subtle di erentiation between two types of case. The rst includes those cases in which humans exhibit particular performance pro les for very general reasons of computational complexity. By contrast, the second includes cases in which humans' performance pro les are to be explained by particular features of their computational architecture. Such issues are certainly not solved merely by using a logical framework; but at least they can be precisely formulated. Our approach to the imagery debate invites more careful di erentiation of`propositional' representations into a whole variety of sentential systems. These systems will have quite different inferential properties and ranges of possible implementation. We believe the resulting classi cations will be much better guides to the psychological analysis of their internal implementation. Computational models of internal implementations in long term and working memory are not paper-and-pencil-drawing implementations. Nor are they representations in acoustic or printed natural languages. Approaching them armed with a characterisation of their central computational properties|in terms of speci cities|might be expected to have advantages in the range of implementations which are thereby suggested. The analysis of Euler's Circles indicates that our distinction between mars and lars at least describes a major distinction between interpretations of this graphical case. And this particular case has historically played a part in arguments for and against graphical reasoning as a psychological model. The clari cation of the relation between Euler's method and mental models unites two important strands of research. On the one hand, there is a body of empirical data about human reasoning, with an important tradition in logical thought. On the other, there are contemporary practical interests in the role of graphics in information display. The clari cation also indicates that graphical algorithms can make a contribution to extending and deepening the empirical understanding of the data.
Kant argued that as mobile active beings, our reasoning processes are in uenced by our spatial experience. His theories were based on a physics subsequently to be generalised, but they had a crucial impact on psychological thinkers such as Vygotsky and Piaget, and on their formulations of theories of the development of reasoning. Linguists have explored the`localist' hypothesis that the child derives its abstract categories by generalising initially spatial concepts (cf. Anderson 1971, Clark and Carpenter 1989) . Cognitive linguists have argued along related lines that our most abstract categories are derived from spatial archetypes (cf. Lako and Johnson 1980 , Jackendo 1983 , Langacker 1987 ; they have further claimed that this leads inexorably to a`non-realist' ontology for natural language semantics (cf. Lako 1987) . What we evidently share with all these authors is the following intuition. Mechanisms developed for perceiving and reasoning about the spatial world are likely to be used for reasoning about other domains. However, we are currently agnostic about the ontological direction which development follows; on balance, we prefer to adopt a realist semantics for space, and to demand from psychology an explanation of how logics are implemented in the mind. Future work will extend our framework to other example systems of graphical and linguistic representation. Work has already begun on semantic networks. They are interesting in this context because they exploit some properties of two-dimensional representation but, in general, have few speci cities. Semantic networks can be shown to be enhanceable to the full expressive power of the lambda-calculus (Schubert 1976) . This makes them an interesting test for our claim that the central cognitive bene ts of graphical representation lie in their weak expressive power. Our intuition is that the expressive enhancements of semantic networks are not cognitively e cacious, except in a rather super cial way. Empirical studies are required to see whether this intuition is borne out in application. We suspect that further analysis will lead to the identi cation of di erent sources of cognitive e ects, and that this will enrich the theory.
